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FRS Enterprise
Streamlining your daily screening operations

Our solution driven technology makes your background checks
more competitive, and more profitable

FRS offers the world's most Flexible Reliable Solutions for background screening companies. The FRS
flagship platform is the most advanced and full-featured technology available for automating Background
Screening. We have over 25 years of implementing features driven by our commitment to meeting the
needs of the industry's leading CRAs.

Concerned with the amount of time and money they spend each day on manual data entry

Overwhelmed ensuring that invoicing is done quickly and accurately

Wondering if they are compliant with the myriad laws and regulations that face the industry every day

Under pressure to expand their online offerings and direct system-to-system integrations

FRS helps companies that are...

Track orders & monitor service time instantly: Lost orders or orders that take too long to find? Never again!
Need to know TAT now? No problem!

Reduce Data Entry: Stop wasting time and money every day typing the same information over and over again.

Simplify Invoicing

Lower labor costs & speed up TATs via direct access to more than 100 different information sources

Research issues quickly and easily using the Audit Trail to track changes made to client settings and subjects.
Stay abreast of Key Performance Indicators (KPI).

Visualize Success: Our comprehensive suite of management reports and graphs delivery instant tracking of
organizational and operational performance, as well as individual performance for your researchers. It allows you to
track sales, analyze gross profit margin, track invoices, and much more.

Win New Business & Increase Market Share: Successfully compete against the largest screening firms in the
industry and "un-level" the playing field by utilizing FRS as your strategic differential advantage.

Customize FRS to cater to your client's wishes. More than 700 "Client-Level" settings provides tremendous
flexibility to meet the unique needs of your varied client base.

FRS Advantages


